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Abstract 
The ultrafast decay dynamics of 4-(N,N-dimethylamino)benzonitrile (DMABN) following 
photoexcitation was studied with the ab initio multiple spawning (AIMS) method, 
combined with GPU-accelerated linear-response time-dependent density functional theory 
(LR-TDDFT). We validate the LR-TDDFT method for this case and then present a 
detailed analysis of the first ≈200 fs of DMABN excited-state dynamics. Almost complete 
nonadiabatic population transfer from S2 (the initially populated bright state) to S1 takes 
place in less than 50 fs, without significant torsion of the dimethylamino (DMA) group. 
Significant torsion of the DMA group is only observed after the nuclear wavepacket 
reaches S1 and acquires locally-excited electronic character. Our results show that torsion 
of the DMA group is not prerequisite for nonadiabatic transitions in DMABN, although 
such motion is indeed relevant on the lowest excited state (S1). 
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I. Introduction 
Rarely in the field of photochemistry has an apparently simple organic molecule generated 
such a large number of experimental and theoretical studies as 4-(N,N-dimethylamino)-
benzonitrile (scheme 1), commonly referred to as DMABN. DMABN has become a 
paradigmatic example for the phenomenon of dual fluorescence, since it fluoresces at two 
different energies,1 depending on experimental conditions such as solvent polarity and 
temperature.2 The locally excited (LE) band dominates the fluorescence spectra of DMABN in 
apolar solvent, whereas a low-energy fluorescence band, termed intramolecular charge transfer 
(ICT), is observed in the presence of polar solvent.  
 
 
Scheme 1. 4-(N,N-dimethylamino)-benzonitrile (DMABN). 
 
From a photophysical point of view, DMABN is expected to quickly relax in its first 
electronic state (S1) after photoexcitation, where an adiabatic equilibration takes place on the 
picosecond timescale between two S1 minima with differing electronic character, S1-LE and S1-
ICT. Subtle variations in the experimental conditions directly alter the population of the different 
S1 minima, engendering a large diversity of luminescence ranging from complete S1-LE 
emission to complete S1-ICT emission. The molecular geometry of the emitting charge transfer 
state is still controversial3-5 and different structures have been proposed. Among them, we 
mention the twisted (T)-ICT by Grabowski and coworkers6 (perhaps the most commonly 
accepted possibility), the planar (P)-ICT and wagging (W)-ICT by Zachariasse,7-8 as well as the 
rehybridized (R)-ICT geometry9-11 (a detailed account of the different mechanisms proposed in 
the literature as well as previous theoretical and experimental work on DMABN can be found in 
previous work2). The “twisting” refers to torsion of the dimethylamino (DMA) group. The DMA 
group is coplanar with the phenyl moiety in the electronic ground state (S0), but twists to 90° in 
the S1-ICT minimum and 150° in the S1-LE minimum. Theory has not been able to 
unambiguously determine the fluorescence mechanism, although many electronic structure 
methods have been employed to probe the critical points of the S1 potential energy surface in 
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both gas and condensed phases. Electronic structure methods used to examine the details of the 
emission process have included linear-response time-dependent density functional theory12-14 
(LR-TDDFT), single-reference wavefunction methods such as TDHF/CIS,15 DFT/SCI,16 CC2,17 
and ADC(2),18 and multi-reference wavefunction methods such as CASSCF19-21 and CASPT2.22-
25  
Even though a large number of experimental and theoretical data have been generated on the 
emission properties of DMABN and its chemical derivatives, much less information is available 
on the early nonadiabatic, i.e., non-Born-Oppenheimer, relaxation pathway following DMABN 
photoexcitation. Most theoretical and experimental studies agree that, at least in the gas phase, 
DMABN is initially promoted to its second excited state, which has ICT character.13-14,20,26-29 In a 
gas phase multiphoton ionization experiment, Fuß and coworkers proposed that DMABN 
reaches the S2/S1 crossing in less than 100 fs (see below for more details).29 Their analysis of the 
experimental data was based on the presumption that DMA twisting dominates the S2/S1 
crossing. In contrast, theoretical calculations based on CASSCF in gas phase reported20 that the 
S2/S1 minimum energy conical intersection (MECI) is energetically accessible with a broad range 
of twist angles close to 180°. Further analysis of the corresponding branching plane did not 
reveal any contribution from the twist angle. Subsequent CASSCF calculations with different 
active spaces further confused the issue, predicting conical intersection geometries ranging from 
a half-twisted DMA group30 to a complete 90° twist.21 Static calculations therefore offered a 
plethora of possible mechanisms, but excited-state dynamics is required to shed light on the 
interplay between all these different potential pathways.24 Very recently, the first excited-state 
dynamics of DMABN, based on trajectory surface hopping (TSH) dynamics with ADC(2)31 and 
LR-TDDFT,32 tend to confirm that significant twisting of the DMA group is not required for 
nonadiabatic transitions from S2 to S1. 
 In the following, we present a detailed study of the early nonadiabatic dynamics of DMABN 
in the gas phase using the Ab Initio Multiple Spawning (AIMS) method, based on electronic 
structure properties computed with a GPU-accelerated implementation of LR-TDDFT. Derived 
from a rigorous formalism, AIMS accurately describes the coherent population transfer occurring 
in nonadiabatic regions and it has been successfully used to understand photochemical and 
photophysical processes of organic and inorganic molecules. We clearly identify an ultrafast 
deactivation pathway from the photoexcited S2 state to the first excited electronic state S1. The 
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twist angle remains close to 180° during the nonadiabatic transitions and most of the early 
molecular distortions involve the phenyl ring. By carefully analyzing electronic properties such 
as components of the transition dipole moment, we identify the electronic character describing 
the wavepacket dynamics of DMABN during and after the nonadiabatic transitions. 
The article is organized in the following way. We begin with a short introduction to the 
AIMS method for nonadiabatic dynamics and proceed with a detailed section about the 
computational protocol and a detailed validation of the computational protocol. We then present 
and discuss our main results, first in the context of nonadiabatic transitions between S2 and S1, 
and then by discussing the electronic character of DMABN at different stages of the dynamics. 
II. Theory 
IIa. Brief summary of Full and Ab Initio Multiple Spawning 
The total wavefunction for a molecular system, Ψ r,R,t( ) , can be represented by the Born-
Huang expansion,33 
 Ψ r,R,t( ) = Ω I R,t( )Φ I r;R( )
I
∑ ,   (1) 
where each Φ I r;R( )  is a fixed-nuclei solution of the time-independent Schrödinger equation for 
state I with corresponding electronic energy EIel (R) . In Full Multiple Spawning (FMS), the 
nuclear wavefunction on electronic state I is expressed as a linear combination of 
multidimensional frozen Gaussians called Trajectory Basis Functions (TBFs), leading to the 
following form of Eq. (1):34-35 
 Ψ r,R,t( ) = ClI (t)χ lI R;RlI (t),PlI (t),γ lI (t),α lI( )
l=1
NI (t )
∑ Φ I r;R( )
I
∑ ,   (2) 
where the lth Gaussian function on the Ith electronic state is centered at position RlI (t)  and 
momentum PlI (t) . The phase space centers of the TBFs are evolved classically, while the width 
α l
I  is frozen and the phase γ l
I (t)  is integrated semiclassically.36 The time-evolution of the 
complex coefficients ClI (t){ }l=1
NI (t )  for each electronic state I are given by the time-dependent 
Schrödinger equation expressed in the basis of frozen Gaussian functions. A complete discussion 
of the FMS equations of motion has been given previously.36  
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In Eq. (2), the number of TBFs used to describe a nuclear wavefunction in state I, NI (t) , is 
time-dependent. This is due to the so-called spawning process, which is at the heart of the FMS 
method and ensures an accurate description of nonadiabatic processes by spawning new TBFs 
when needed, i.e., the number of TBFs describing the nuclear wavefunction on state I will grow 
in time. Briefly, when a TBF enters a region of strong nonadiabaticity (where the nonadiabatic 
coupling is large), a new TBF can be created on the coupled electronic state to ensure a proper 
description of the population transfer. Detailed discussions about the spawning algorithm and the 
different conditions leading to a spawning event have been given previously.36-38 
In Ab Initio Multiple Spawning (AIMS),36,38-39 the time-evolution of the TBFs is achieved by 
simultaneous (“on-the-fly”) computation of the required electronic structure properties (such as 
electronic energies, gradients, and nonadiabatic coupling matrix elements). Two important 
numerical approximations are often employed to reduce computational effort. First, the integrals 
involving potential energy surfaces and nonadiabatic couplings, required in the time-evolution of 
the complex coefficients, are computed using the zeroth-order saddle-point approximation. 
Second, the initial nuclear wavefunction is represented at time t = 0  by a given number of initial 
TBFs, which are assumed to evolve independently in the subsequent nuclear dynamics 
(independent first generation approximation). Previous reviews have discussed both 
approximations.36,40-42 It is finally important to note that the calculation of the 3N dimensional 
nonadiabatic coupling vectors can be computationally demanding. However, the complete 
nonadiabatic coupling vector becomes unnecessary whenever the zeroth-order saddle-point 
approximation to the coupling matrix elements is used. Instead, the projected coupling vector 
along the nuclear velocity vector (which has both real and imaginary parts) is used both to 
evaluate integrals over Gaussian functions and also to monitor the interaction between electronic 
states.43 This reduces the problem of computing the full nonadiabatic coupling vectors to a 
simple numerical derivative along the real and imaginary parts of the nuclear velocity matrix 
element vector.  
Nonadiabatic coupling vectors between the ground and any excited states can in principle be 
computed exactly from LR-TDDFT,44-48 while couplings between excited states are only 
approximated in the linear-response formalism.49 Nevertheless, it has been shown that the 
adiabatic approximation to LR-TDDFT (which is effectively the only practical option) cannot 
properly describe couplings between the first excited state and the ground state.50-52 It has been 
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suggested50 that the spin-flip variants53 of LR-TDDFT might solve this problem, and some 
promising results for S0/S1 conical intersections have been obtained with this strategy.54-57 
Unfortunately, spin-flip LR-TDDFT often leads to severe spin contamination, which has been a 
stumbling block to widespread use.  
In this work, we present the first application of AIMS coupled with LR-TDDFT for the 
calculation of electronic energies, excited-state gradients, and nonadiabatic coupling terms. The 
combination of LR-TDDFT and nonadiabatic dynamics has a rather long history and the 
interested reader is referred to previous reviews for more details.58-60 Our focus on DMABN 
allows us to sidestep the formal difficulties that LR-TDDFT has with S0/S1 conical intersections, 
since the interesting nonadiabatic dynamics in this molecule involves transitions between S2 and 
S1. Of course, nonradiative transitions from S1 to S0 are also possible, but on a much longer 
(many picosecond) time scale that we do not address here. 
IIb. Computational details 
The nonadiabatic dynamics of DMABN was modeled with the AIMS method coupled with 
the DFT and LR-TDDFT implementation of the GPU-accelerated software TeraChem.61-64 We 
avoid any detailed comment on the GPU acceleration of the underlying electronic structure 
methods here. However, we will point out that this is a significant factor in enabling us to follow 
the dynamics of hundreds of TBFs. Other workers have also found that GPU acceleration can be 
quite beneficial for electronic structure.65-69  
The first four electronic states were considered in the dynamics (S0, S1, S2, and S3) and the 
required electronic structure quantities were obtained with DFT70-71 and LR-TDDFT,72-74 
applying the Tamm-Dancoff75-76 and the adiabatic approximation to the latter. We used the 
ωPBE long-range corrected exchange and correlation functional77-79 with a range separation 
parameter of 0.3 bohr-1 and a 6-31G basis set80 (see Sec. IId and SI for discussion and validation 
of the electronic structure method). Classical nuclear propagation used a time step of 20 a.u. 
(reduced to 5 a.u. in regions with large nonadiabatic coupling). The spawning threshold was set 
to 0.005 a.u.-1 (scalar product of the nonadiabatic coupling vectors and the nuclear velocities), 
and the minimum TBF population required to spawn was 0.1. 
A Wigner distribution for v=0 in the harmonic approximation was generated based on the 
ground-state geometry and corresponding frequencies. Excitation energies for the first three 
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excited states were then computed with LR-TDDFT/ωPBE(0.3)/6-31G based on a set of 198 
randomly selected points from the constructed Wigner distribution and a photoabsorption cross-
section was generated using the equation:81-82 
 σ E( ) = πe
2
2mcε0
1
NpL
fIL Rk( )g E − ΔEIL Rk( ),δ( )
k
NpL
∑
⎡
⎣
⎢
⎢
⎤
⎦
⎥
⎥L≠I
Ns
∑ ,   (3) 
where vertical excitation energies between initial state I (ground state) and state L, ΔEIL Rk( ) , 
and corresponding oscillator strengths, fIL Rk( ) , were computed for each sampled point Rk. Ns is 
the number of excited states considered, NpL the number of sampled points, and g(…) represents 
a normalized Lorentzian function with phenomenological broadening factor δ  (=0.05 eV). 
We then chose 21 different initial conditions (positions and momenta for the initial TBFs) 
from the 198 phase space points used to generate the absorption spectrum. These initial 
conditions were randomly sampled according to their oscillator strength and the constraint that 
their S0→S2 transition energy is located in a window of ±0.25 eV around the maximum of the S2 
band in the photoabsorption cross-section (5.23 eV).83 Each initial condition was then placed on 
S2 and propagated using AIMS for 8000 a.u. (192 fs).  
Static DFT and LR-TDDFT calculations (geometry optimization and frequency calculations), 
as well as ab initio molecular dynamics simulations were all performed with TeraChem, using 
the same functional, basis set, and approximations as described before (unless otherwise stated). 
The Turbomole software,84-86 version 6.4, was used for the excited-state calculations based on 
the correlated single-reference wavefunction-based methods ADC(2)87-90 and for ground-state 
MP2 calculations.91 We also employed the CC2 method92 for some validation benchmarks. 
These ADC(2)/MP2/CC2 calculations used a TZVPP93 or a cc-pVTZ94 basis set and employed 
both the resolution of the identity91 and frozen core approximations. Frequency calculations were 
performed for all optimized geometries to confirm that they correspond to a minimum on the 
corresponding potential energy surface. Molecular representations were generated with VMD.95 
IIc. Simulation analysis 
As described in Sec. IIa, the overall AIMS/LR-TDDFT nonadiabatic dynamics consists of a 
series of independent AIMS runs, starting from different initial conditions (nuclear geometries 
and momenta). Each of these runs starts with a single initial TBF, in state S2, which can spawn 
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additional TBFs whenever a region of strong nonadiabaticity is visited. In those particular 
regions, the nuclear timestep is reduced from that in uncoupled regions.  
The overall population of the different electronic states is computed from an incoherent 
average over the population obtained from the 21 AIMS runs. For each of these runs, the 
population is obtained coherently. This leads to the following equation for the final population 
PI(t) of state I at time t:  
 PI t( ) =
1
Nruns
Ck ,MI∗ t( )
k ,l
NI (t )
∑ Cl ,MI t( )Skl ,MII⎡
⎣
⎢
⎤
⎦
⎥
M=1
Nruns
∑ .   (3) 
where Skl ,MII  represents an overlap integral between TBFs k and l, both evolving on electronic 
state I, for the AIMS run M. As a technical point, we note that TBFs have different lengths of 
time, since they may be created by spawning from other TBFs throughout the dynamics. It also 
happens that a TBF, on rare occasions, may be discarded if its population falls below a given 
threshold (< 0.1) and if it is not coupled to any other TBFs (i.e., the off-diagonal matrix element 
of the Hamiltonian between this TBF and any other is negligibly small). This discarding of 
negligibly-populated, uncoupled TBFs minimizes unnecessary computational expense. The 
process of analyzing the data is simplified if all TBFs are placed on a common time grid by using 
linear interpolation, and we assume this has been done in the discussion below.  
To calculate any property  O(t)  of interest, the following equation is used: 
 O t( ) = 1Nruns
Ck ,M∗ t( )
k
NTBFM (t )
∑ Ck ,M t( )O Rk ,M (t)( )
Ck ,M∗ t( )
k
NTBFM (t )
∑ Ck ,M (t)
⎡
⎣
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎤
⎦
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
M
Nruns
∑ ,   (4) 
where t is time (a point on the common time grid of interpolated data), and NTBFM (t)  is the total 
number of TBFs at time t in a given run M. The value of the property evaluated at the position 
Rk ,M (t)  of TBF k at time t in the AIMS run M is denoted as O Rk ,M (t)( ) . Some examples of 
properties  O(t)  that might be computed include twist angles or bond lengths. In this work, we 
will use the following definition96 for the pyramidalization angle of a given TBF at nitrogen 
atom N13 (atom labeling refers to Table 1): 
 Ok ,Mpyr,N13(t) = arccos eN13−C18k ,M (t)× eN13−C14k ,M (t)( ) ⋅eN13−C4k ,M (t)( )− π2 ,   (5) 
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where eA−Bk ,M (t) =
RAk ,M t( )−RBk ,M t( )
RAk ,M t( )−RBk ,M t( )
 represents a unit vector pointing from atom A to atom B at 
time t. The twist angle of the DMA group97 is computed as:  
 Ok ,Mtwist (t) = eC4−N13k ,M (t)× eC5−C3k ,M (t)( ) ⋅ eN13−C4k ,M (t)× eC18−C14k ,M (t)( ).   (6) 
Scheme 2 provides a graphical representation of the pyramidalization and twist angle. 
 
Scheme 2. Definition of the pyramidalization of N13 (left) and twist (right). The red (blue) arrow represents the left 
(right) side of the dot product in each respective equation. 
 
Finally, the time-resolved emission spectra were obtained from the equation98 
 Ok ,Memi (E,t) = µ Rk ,M (t)( )
2 1
σ 2π exp −
E − ΔE Rk ,M (t)( )( )
2σ 2
⎛
⎝
⎜⎜
⎞
⎠
⎟⎟
⎛
⎝
⎜
⎜
⎞
⎠
⎟
⎟
,   (7) 
where µ Rk ,M (t)( )  and ΔE Rk ,M (t)( )  represent the transition dipole moment and the energy gap 
between the ground state and the electronic state associated with TBF k at time t in run M (σ is a 
broadening parameter set to 0.212 eV). 
IId. Validation of the computational protocol 
LR-TDDFT can be an efficient and accurate method for the calculation of electronic excited state 
energies and properties, but there can also be problems.51,99 We have already discussed the 
difficulties arising from the adiabatic approximation (neglecting frequency dependence of the 
exchange correlation kernel). Further difficulties can arise with commonly used functionals such 
as gradient-corrected GGAs or hybrid functionals like B3LYP. DMABN constitutes a striking 
example12 of the failure of GGA/hybrid LR-TDDFT to reproduce electronic states with 
pronounced charge-transfer character.100 These problems can often be alleviated with long-range 
exact exchange, i.e. range-separated hybrids.77,79,101 Indeed, range-separated hybrids do lead to 
potential energy scans in good agreement with single-reference wavefunction-based methods for 
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DMABN.12,14 Here we comment on validation of LR-TDDFT/ωPBE by comparison to the 
single-reference wavefunction methods CC2 and ADC(2) for different molecular geometries of 
DMABN. 
DFT and LR-TDDFT/ωPBE optimized geometries in S0 and in S1 are in rather good 
agreement with those obtained with ADC(2) (Table 1) and similar trends are observed when 
comparing S0 and S1 structures. We note that ADC(2) structures are similar to the ones reported 
for CC2 with the same basis set.17 Interestingly, the ground-state geometry obtained with 
DFT/ωPBE/6-31G is completely flat, in agreement with the result from other long-range 
corrected functionals14 (small variations of the wagging angle however seem to only slightly 
affect the electronic energy of the different states16). The twist of the DMA group is near zero at 
the ground-state geometry (ground-state ab initio molecular dynamics at 300K shows that this 
twist angle only slightly deviates from planarity, see Figure S4). As noted in previous studies12,14 
and in comparison to CC2 or ADC(2), LR-TDDFT with long-range corrected functionals tends 
to overestimate the transition energies in the Franck-Condon region. However, the energy gap 
between S2 and S1 at the ground-state geometry is in better agreement between the two methods 
(0.27 eV for ADC(2) and 0.40 eV for LR-TDDFT/ ωPBE).  
An important difference between ADC(2) and LR-TDDFT/ωPBE for DMABN is the relative 
stability of the S1-LE and S1-(T)ICT excited state minima. Both ADC(2) and LR-TDDFT/ωPBE 
indicate that S1-(T)ICT is lower in energy than S1-LE in the gas phase (see also Ref.18), but LR-
TDDFT predicts a larger stability difference. In fact, high-level wavefunction methods suggest 
that the correct ordering is reversed, i.e. the S1-LE minimum should be more stable than the S1-
(T)ICT minimum in the gas phase17,24 (this stability is reversed in polar solvents). These 
differences are most important for strongly twisted molecules and are not expected to affect the 
qualitative behavior of the S2/S1 nonadiabatic dynamics. Because of the uncertainties in this 
respect, we do not attempt to simulate the long time S1 adiabatic dynamics of DMABN in gas 
phase (see below). 
To further validate the adequacy of LR-TDDFT/ ωPBE for the nonadiabatic dynamics of 
interest, we computed excitation energies along a rigid scan of the DMA twist using different 
methods (Figure S1). The portion of the LR-TDDFT/ ωPBE scan corresponding to near planar 
twist angles is nearly parallel to the equivalent curves computed with ADC(2) or CC2. We also 
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compared CC2 and LR-TDDFT electronic energies at different geometries extracted from 
AIMS/LR-TDDFT/ωPBE dynamics evolving on S2 (Figure S2). This comparison shows that 
LR-TDDFT and CC2 produce nearly parallel electronic energy curves even far from the Franck-
Condon region. Based on the same geometries, we further validated that the simple 6-31G basis 
set is adequate to simulate the low-lying electronic states of DMABN by comparison with 
6-31G* (Figure S3). Past studies have also noted that a rather small basis set already provides a 
qualitatively correct description of DMABN electronic states.16,102 
Finally, the accuracy of LR-TDDFT/ωPBE to describe the excited-state dynamics of 
DMABN is indirectly verified by the similarity of our results (presented below) with those 
 
Table 1. Comparison between LR-TDDFT/TDA/ωPBE(ω=0.3)/6-31G and ADC(2)/TZVPP for the ground-state, S1-
LE, and S1-(T)ICT optimized geometries. ΔEel indicates an electronic energy difference with respect to the S1-LE 
optimized geometry. Energies are given in eV, bond lengths in Å, and angles in degrees. Atom numbering is 
indicated in the structure below. Absorption/emission energies are for S0àS2 and S1àS0 transitions, respectively. 
 
 C2-C3  
(C5-C6) 
C1-C7 C7-N8 C4-N13 Wagging 
N 
Twist ΔEel  
 
Abs./Emis. 
(fosc) 
S0         
 ωPBE 1.388 1.433 1.174 1.381 0.0 179.9 0.55  5.36 (0.7654) 
 ADC(2) 1.386 1.428 1.173 1.379 23.1 180.0 0.57 4.69 (0.5522) 
S1-LE         
 ωPBE 1.428 (1.429) 1.432 1.175 1.391 -0.7 156.3 0.00 4.52 (0.0344) 
 ADC(2) 1.439 (1.436) 1.428 1.174 1.389 -1.4 159.8 0.00 3.74 (0.0299) 
S1-(T)ICT         
 ωPBE 1.371 1.417 1.180 1.421 0.4 89.9 -0.66 3.02 (0.0004) 
 ADC(2) 1.371 1.409 1.182 1.443 0.0 90.0 -0.15 2.44 (0.0007) 
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reported in recent theoretical work31 based on TSH dynamics and ADC(2) for the electronic 
structure. A more extended discussion can be found below. 
III. Results and Discussion: Ab Initio Multiple Spawning Simulation of DMABN 
The UV/Vis portion of the computed photoabsorption spectra for DMABN (Figure 1) is 
dominated by a transition from the ground state to the second excited state (S2), the latter being 
of intramolecular charge transfer (ICT) character. The electronic excitation between S0 and S1 
(locally excited state, LE) is only weakly allowed and forms a shoulder on the low-energy side of 
the bright S0→S2 transition. The overall shape and width of the photoabsorption spectra 
reproduces qualitatively the experimental vapor-phase absorption spectra obtained at 150°C 
(Figure S5). To gain insight into the character of the electronic transitions, Figure 2 depicts a 
density difference plot for both S0→S1 and S0→S2 transitions, at the ground-state optimized 
geometry. The electronic density is depleted around the nitrogen atom of the DMA group in both 
cases, while the increase in density is observed mostly on the phenyl ring for the LE state and on 
both the phenyl ring and the cyano group for the ICT state. 
In agreement with previous studies,14,29,103 these observations point towards a major 
population of the S2 state upon photoexcitation of DMABN at the absorption maximum of the 
lowest energy band. We therefore initiate the AIMS dynamics on S2 for 21 initial conditions (the 
corresponding spectra and molecular structures are shown in Figure 1). We first present the 
relaxation dynamics in terms of adiabatic electronic states, S1 and S2, and we then discuss the 
electronic character of the molecule during excited-state dynamics. 
As shown in Figure 3, AIMS/LR-TDDFT dynamics predicts a rapid decay from S2 (La, in 
Platt notation) to S1 (Lb). As a result of the close energetic proximity of S2 and S1 in the Franck-
Condon region, population transfer begins quickly (within a few femtoseconds) and depletes 
50% of the S2 population within 11 fs. After 46 fs, the S2 contribution to the total wavepacket has 
fallen to 20%. The S3 state is weakly populated (< 4%), and this population is depleted within 
35 fs. Interestingly, there is also a weak repopulation of S2 after 125 fs. Spawning of new TBFs 
lies at the heart of the AIMS method, and this is clearly illustrated by the dark grey dashed line in 
Figure 3 that reports on the number of TBFs as a function of time. The nuclear wavepacket is 
described at time t=0 by 21 uncoupled TBFs, and each of them will spawn (and become coupled 
with) new TBFs whenever a nonadiabatic region is encountered during the dynamics. As a result, 
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Figure 1. Photoabsorption cross-section (black line, in Å-2) for the first three transitions of DMABN, based on 198 
configurations sampled from a Wigner distribution. The different contributions are given in blue (S0→S1), red 
(S0→S2), and gray (S0→S3). Sticks with circles highlight the geometries chosen for the initial conditions of the 
AIMS/LR-TDDFT dynamics (heights correspond to oscillator strength and corresponding molecular geometries are 
depicted in the inset). 
 
 
Figure 2. Density difference plots for the S1-LE (left) and S2-ICT (right) states of DMABN, at the ground-state 
optimized geometry. (ice blue: Δρ<0, lime green: Δρ>0. Isovalue=0.00001). 
 
the overall number of running trajectories increases to 186 by the end of the simulation (192 fs).  
It is of interest to characterize the degree to which conical intersections play a role in the 
observed nonadiabatic transitions. In Figure 4, we show the amount of population transfer from 
S2 to S1 as a function of the S2/S1 electronic energy gap at the spawning geometry. Most of the 
population transfer indeed occurs very close to conical intersections, i.e. at small energy gaps 
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less than 0.1 eV. However, weak population transfer is observed for gaps as large as 0.4 eV. This 
is in line with previous reports104-105 showing that the “reach” of the conical intersection can be 
quite long.  
Often, minimal energy conical intersections (MECIs) are located and used in order to 
characterize nonadiabatic decay mechanisms. Thus, it is also of interest to determine the 
dynamic relevance of these geometries. In the inset of Figure 4, we show the amount of S2àS1 
population transfer as a function of the energy above the planar S2/S1 MECI in DMABN. 
Interestingly, the majority of the population transfer occurs quite far from the MECI (average of 
approximately 2 eV above the MECI), at least as judged from an energetic perspective. No 
population transfer is observed for molecular geometries within 1 eV of the MECI. This is also 
in line with previous reports in other molecules104-105 and suggests that MECIs need not be 
dominant in excited state dynamics. This is a consequence of the rather large dimensionality of 
the intersection seam and the non-equilibrium nature of excited state dynamics. We note that in 
DMABN, there are two S2/S1 MECIs of possible importance (see Figure S11).  One of these is 
planar and the DMA group is twisted relative to the phenyl ring in the other. In Figure 4, we are 
comparing the energy of geometries where transitions occur to the planar S2/S1 MECI, which is 
actually the less stable of the two. Thus, a comparison to the lowest energy MECI would 
accentuate even further the point that MECI geometries are of limited relevance in the dynamics 
(because the average energy above the MECI for geometries promoting nonadiabatic transitions 
would be even larger than what is shown in Figure 4.) As we have previously discussed,104 
MECI geometries can be useful as “signposts” on the potential energy surfaces, even if 
dynamical transitions occur at configurations which are quite distorted variants. We also note 
that solvent-induced dissipation effects is not expected to play a major role in the S2 to S1 decay 
since this decay is both ultrafast and dominated by small amplitude motion. Thus, a similar 
picture for Fig. 4 would be expected in solvent. It will be interesting to test this in future work 
with excited state dynamics simulations including solvent.    
An important feature of DMABN photophysics is the potential interplay between twisting 
angle and electronic state couplings. AIMS/LR-TDDFT indicates that the ultrafast decay from S2 
to S1 is not directly correlated with a 90° twist of the DMA moiety (left panel of Figure 5), as the 
average twist angle for the initial condition TBFs on S2 changes by less than 20° during the first 
50 fs of dynamics (when the nonadiabatic transitions from S2 to S1 occur). This observation is  
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Figure 3. Population of the different electronic states considered in the AIMS dynamics of DMABN, averaged over 
21 ICs. The dashed gray line represents the total number of TBFs running at a given time t over the full AIMS 
dynamics. Thin gray lines give the S2 population along each individual AIMS runs.  
 
 
Figure 4. Histograms showing the correlation between energy gap and population transfer for each S2/S1 spawning 
event during the complete AIMS dynamics. The population transfer is defined as the sum, over all S2/S1 spawning 
events, of the population gained by the child TBF from the beginning of the coupled propagation until the step 
following the spawning point, normalized by the total number of AIMS runs. The inset shows a histogram of the 
population transfer as a function of the energy difference between the spawning TBF and the optimized planar S2/S1 
minimum energy conical intersection. 
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further confirmed by the inspection of the spawning geometries between S2 and S1 (inset of the 
left panel of Figure 5), which consistently show an average twist angle of 173.7°. We note that 
the spawning geometries for upward transitions from S1 to S2 look rather similar, with a slightly 
smaller average twist angle of 168.4°, as shown in the inset of the right panel of Figure 5. The 
near-planar structures that dominate the initial S2/S1 nonadiabatic transitions resemble a planar 
S2/S1 MECI (“pCI” in Figure S11) that we have located. As mentioned above, a lower energy 
S2/S1 MECI exists, where the DMA group is twisted relative to the phenyl ring by approximately 
54° (“tCI” in Figure S11). The DMA group does twist somewhat during the dynamics, which is 
expected since both the S1-LE and S1-(T)ICT minima are partially twisted (see Table 1). 
However, this twisting is far from a complete 90° twist in the first 200 fs following 
photoexcitation (such a large twisting was expected by much of the early theoretical and 
experimental work).  
In the right panel of Figure 5, we show the DMA torsional dynamics for the entire set of 
TBFs (the initial conditions on S2 and all the spawned TBFs on S1 or S2). The width of the lines 
is proportional to the population of the corresponding TBF. One can see that there is negligible 
torsion in the first 50fs. Over the entire course of the dynamics, only a few TBFs twist by as  
 
Figure 5. Twist angle of the DMA group during the AIMS dynamics of DMABN, after photoexcitation to S2. Left 
panel: Twisting angle averaged over 21 ICs. Red=average; grey=incoherent summation over the TBFs generated by 
each individual IC. The different spawning geometries for transitions from S2 to S1 are represented in the inset. 
Right panel: twist angle for the complete swarm of TBFs. The line width is proportional to the TBF population. The 
different spawning geometries for transitions from S1 to S2 are represented in the inset. 
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much as 65°, but these also carry relatively little population. Most of the population is twisted by 
less than 40° (twist angles greater than 140° in Figure 5) after 200fs of dynamics.  
Analyzing other geometrical parameters during the dynamics, we observe that the central 
phenyl C-C bonds (C2-C3 and C5-C6) elongate quickly in response to the change in electronic 
configuration (Figure 6, lower right panel). Interestingly, the C2-C3 and C5-C6 bond lengths 
stabilize around a value characteristic of the equilibrium C-C bond length at the S1-LE optimized 
geometry (Figure 6, orange line), indicating that a large portion of the nuclear wavepacket 
acquires a S1-LE character (ππ* character located on the benzene moiety). We note in addition 
that the oscillations of these two benzene C-C bonds evolve first in phase for 50 fs of dynamics 
and then out-of-phase. Other bond lengths are not strikingly altered during the nonadiabatic 
dynamics, even if the C4-N13 bond (of the DMA group) seems to expand slightly (upper right 
panel of Figure 6), as expected from Table 1. Furthermore, only a moderate pyramidalization 
occurs around the DMA group in the first 200 fs of dynamics (Figure S6). The latter observation 
is further confirmed by a moderate average N13 pyramidalization angle of 7.7° for the S2/S1  
 
 
Figure 6. Bond lengths during the AIMS dynamics of DMABN, initiated in S2. Red=average over 21 ICs; light 
grey=incoherent summation over the TBFs generated by each individual IC. Blue line: bond length at ground-state 
optimized geometry; gray line: bond length at S1-LE optimized geometry; green line: bond length at S1-(T)ICT 
optimized geometry. Atom numbering refers to the structure presented in Table 1. 
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spawning trajectories (inset of left panel in Figure 5). In their theoretical study,20 Robb et al. 
further discussed the possibility for DMABN to relax into a (R)ICT state (rehybridized internal 
charge transfer state) in S1. This character is obtained when the carbon of the cyano group 
changes its hybridization from sp to sp2, resulting in a bent cyano group (C1-C7-N8 angle of 
122° at the minimum). However, no C-C-N bending is observed in the AIMS dynamics, 
although the average value for ∠CCN deviates slightly from linearity (Figure S7). 
Up to this point, the main observation is that DMABN relaxes from S2 to S1 within 50 fs, 
with no significant twist of the DMA group. The evolution of the bond lengths is consistent with 
LE electronic character once the molecule reaches S1. Further quantification of the electronic 
character after relaxation would be desirable. The transition dipole moments are ideal for this, 
since their components can be used as markers for LE/ICT character of the electronic state 
(Figure 7). At the ground-state geometry, sizeable X and Z components (aligned on the short 
molecular axis, see structure in Table 1) characterize the transition dipole moment between S0 
and S1-LE state, while the Y component is close to zero. On the other hand, the Y component of 
the transition dipole moment (aligned on the long molecular axis, see structure in Table 1) 
between S0 and S2-ICT is large for the ICT state, whereas both X and Z components are small. 
(A similar trend is observed for the transition dipole moments at the S1-LE relaxed geometry.) 
Therefore, the transition dipole moment components, averaged over the 21 AIMS runs, can be 
used as a tracer for the electronic character of the AIMS wavepacket along the nonadiabatic 
dynamics.106 In the first few femtoseconds of dynamics, the molecule exhibits as expected a 
large transition dipole moment along the long (Y) axis (Figure 7, middle panel), characteristic of 
S2-ICT and almost matching the value computed for the S2-ICT state at the ground-state 
optimized geometry. The Y component of the wavepacket transition dipole rapidly drops and the 
X component rises, matching the S2 population decay (Figure 3) and indicating a change in the 
electronic character from ICT to LE. This alteration in the electronic character is however not 
complete and a limited portion of the nuclear wavepacket still exhibits some ICT character, as 
indicated by the gray lines in Figure 7. These lines represent the transition dipole moment values 
for each TBF of the AIMS dynamics, while their thicknesses are proportional to the TBF 
population. Figure 7 shows that most of the wavepacket evolves towards LE character within the 
first 50 fs after photoexcitation, but a small number of TBFs oscillate between ICT and LE 
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character. Interestingly, and consistent with our observation, a mixed contribution of long- and 
short-axis fluorescence was observed experimentally.29  
 
 
Figure 7. Components of the transition dipole moment during the AIMS dynamics of DMABN after S0àS2 
photoexcitation. Red line shows the incoherent summation of each component of the transition dipole moment over 
the TBFs generated by each individual IC, averaged over the 21 AIMS runs. Each gray line represents the transition 
dipole moment value for a given TBF of the swarm and the line thickness is proportional to the population of this 
TBF. Orange thick line: value of the transition dipole moment for S1-LE, at the ground-state geometry. Blue thick 
line: value of the transition dipole moment for S2-ICT, at the ground-state geometry. 
 
In Figure 8, we report the AIMS-predicted time-resolved fluorescence spectrum, averaged 
over the 21 AIMS runs. This spectrum further highlights the rapid decay from the bright S2 (ICT) 
state into the darker S1 state with a dominant LE character, accompanied by a Stokes shift of 
almost 1 eV. At longer time (t > 100 fs), the emission energy drifts to somewhat lower energy. 
Experimentally, the gap between the absorption band and the S1-LE emission is ~0.7 eV in 
THF107 and ~1 eV in vapor phase.108 The femtosecond time-resolved fluorescence spectrum of 
DMABN has yet to be measured.  
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Figure 8. Time-resolved emission spectra of DMABN averaged over the 21 AIMS runs (intensity units are 
arbitrary). 
 
The results discussed so far corroborate Robb’s proposal20 and recent observations24,31-32 that 
DMABN does not necessarily need a large twist of the DMA group to relax from S2 to S1 (and 
further shows that large scale twisting is not only unnecessary but also does not occur). The 
branching plane of the S2/S1 conical intersection (determined with CASSCF) is mostly formed 
by nuclear displacement of the phenyl ring and C-N stretch. The AIMS/LR-TDDFT dynamics 
confirms the rapid change in phenyl ring bond length. The initial photoexcited state has ICT 
character, and this quickly switches to LE character (as confirmed by transition dipole moments 
in Figure 7) within 50 fs. This switch of electronic character happens in concert with S2àS1 
nonadiabatic transitions. However, the switch from ICT to LE character is not complete and both 
electronic characters are present during the first 100 fs after photoexcitation.  
Fuß et al. reported a relaxation time of 68 fs for DMABN in gas phase.29,109 This relaxation 
time in gas phase comprises two components: τ1=5±5 fs, interpreted as the time needed to leave 
the Frank-Condon region, and τ2=63±7 fs, corresponding to the time for a relaxation in LE (Lb) 
or CT. As discussed in Ref. 31, the initial interpretation of the experimental lifetime is based on 
the assumption that DMABN requires a twist of the DMA group to reach the S2/S1 crossing 
region.29 Fuß et al. proposed that an increase in the fragmentation of DMABN should be related 
to variation of a large amplitude nuclear motion.29 In a subsequent article,28 the mechanism of 
the initial relaxation is further clarified: the authors proposed that τ1 is related to the departure 
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from the Franck-Condon region via a quinoidal distortion of the benzene ring, while τ2 is the 
time needed for the wavepacket to travel through the conical intersection with both twisting and 
arching motion of the DMA group. According to our simulations, the S2/S1 transfer happens 
almost immediately after photoexcitation to S2 and 50% of the S2 population is transferred to S1 
in 10.6 fs. A fit by two exponentials of the S2 decay in the first 75 fs gives a short and a long 
component of 9.1 fs and 82.8 fs respectively, in good agreement with the timescales observed 
experimentally. In the early stage of the dynamics, only the bond lengths in the phenyl ring show 
sizeable variations. Importantly, these particular phenyl bond stretches constitute the dominant 
contributions to the nonadiabatic coupling vectors computed between S2(CT) and S1(LE) using 
EOM-CCSD or LR-TDDFT (see Ref. 31 and Figure S10), which are also in qualitative agreement 
with results from CASSCF.20 The twist of the DMA group starts to decrease only after 30 fs of 
dynamics. τ1 could therefore be related to the ultrafast decay of the wavepacket in S2, correlated 
with the initial relaxation of geometrical coordinates in the phenyl ring, in agreement with the 
experimental interpretation as the time required to leave the Franck-Condon region.28 (We note 
that also experimental studies of DMABN in solvent mentioned the importance of the quinoidal 
stretching vibration for the S2/S1 relaxation.26) On the other hand and in agreement with Ref. 31, 
τ2 could potentially correspond to the time required for the twist angle to reach its equilibrium 
value after relaxation in S1, i.e., a significantly different value from the one observed in the 
Franck-Condon region. As already mentioned in previous paragraphs, the ultrafast S2/S1 
nonadiabatic dynamics produced by AIMS/LR-TDDFT matches the results of recent theoretical 
studies by Miller et al31 and Lan et al,32 as does the smooth and weak population exchange 
between S1 and S2 observed after 125 fs and the weak population of S3. The conclusions of the 
aforementioned studies are that significant DMA twisting is not required for the S2/S1 
radiationless transition to take place and that in the early stage of the nonadiabatic dynamics, the 
pyramidalization coordinate fluctuates around what corresponds to a near-planar geometry. 
Importantly, the study reported in Ref. 31 used a different nonadiabatic scheme, TSH vs. AIMS, 
and a different electronic structure method, ADC(2) vs. LR-TDDFT. The close agreement with 
our results despite the different theoretical approaches is therefore reassuring and strengthens the 
conclusion of both works. It is nevertheless important to stress that while AIMS represents a 
clear improvement over TSH, both ADC(2) and LR-TDDFT might suffer from the lack of 
multireference character. However, a recent article based on static calculations at the 
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multireference configuration interaction (MRCI) level of theory confirmed that the S2/S1 
branching space does not contain DMA torsion.110 In addition, the multireference results are 
consistent with ultrafast S2/S1 decay occurring via mostly planar geometries, as observed in our 
work and in Ref. 31. 
We close with a comment about the electronic structure methods used. Previous studies have 
recognized that CC2, ADC(2), and LR-TDDFT underestimate the energy of the gas phase S1-
(T)ICT minimum, placing it at a lower energy than the S1-LE minimum. Long-time dynamics 
with these methods will therefore tend to overestimate the population reaching the S1-(T)ICT 
minimum, preventing accurate analysis of the adiabatic reaction taking place between S1-LE and 
S1-(T)ICT. While the difference in energy between the two S1 minima is rather small with CC2 
and ADC(2), it becomes larger within LR-TDDFT/ωPBE(0.3), as shown in Table 1. This last 
point is crucial for explaining the behavior of DMABN at longer (>1 ps) timescale and to address 
the question of the molecular geometry leading to fluorescence. Results from adiabatic ab initio 
molecular dynamics on S1 are reported in the supporting material (Figure S9), initialized from 
the last step of a well-populated AIMS trajectory basis function evolving on S1. As expected and 
in agreement with Ref. 31, DMABN rapidly and adiabatically visits regions in configuration 
space close to the S1-(T)ICT minimum, i.e., with a twist angle of nearly 90 degrees. However, 
given that multireference correlated wavefunction methods (expected to be more accurate than 
single reference methods such as CC2, ADC(2) or LR-TDDFT) predict the ordering with the S1-
LE minimum more stable than the S1-(T)ICT minimum,24,110 this result should be interpreted 
with great care.  
IV. Summary and Conclusion 
Ab initio multiple spawning, combined for the first time with a GPU-accelerated 
implementation of LR-TDDFT, was used to shed light on the early-stage nonadiabatic dynamics 
of DMABN in the gas phase. In line with other theoretical studies, we showed clear evidence of 
ultrafast nonadiabatic decay from S2 to S1 in DMABN. The S2/S1 population transfer is not 
directly correlated with the twist of the DMA group, but rather most of the nonadiabatic 
transitions occur while the molecule is still nearly planar. Twisting of the DMA group does 
occur, but only after the wavepacket is relaxing on S1. The timescale of DMA twisting matches 
the measured experimental lifetime quite well. According to our gas phase calculations, the 
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nuclear wavepacket acquires a dominant LE character within the first 25 fs after photoexcitation. 
However, a realistic picture of the long-time adiabatic equilibration on S1 would require an 
electronic structure method capable of accurately describing the relative energies of the S1-LE 
and S1-ICT minima. The LR-TDDFT method overstabilizes the S1-ICT minimum and thus we 
did not follow the long time dynamics here. Future work should address the role of solvent in 
state ordering and crossings to determine how solvent affects the nonadiabatic decay mechanism.  
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